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Agreement
Assignment of Reproduction/Publication Rights
For consideration received I, David R. McKeen, photographer and copyright owner of the
images specified in this declaration, do hereby grant reproduction and publication rights to model
for use in model’s personal career promotion only. Reproduction/Publishing rights assigned to
model are not transferable. That means the model cannot give permission to a magazine, for
example, to publish her photos. Neither photographer nor model are authorized to sell any form
of images covered by this agreement for any purpose. Images covered by this agreement consist
of those photos of [Model's Name Here] (model) retouched and furnished by photographer to
model on a CD or by electronic means. The model is authorized to have the images
reproduced at any time the model wants them done.
Intellectual Property
The photographer (Dave McKeen) is the intellectual property owner of all images taken of the
model by the photographer. That includes all electronic files including proofs and processed
images and any prints. The photographer releases to the model finished images for the model’s
promotional use. Such release does not change the status of intellectual property ownership.
The model may not authorize any third party to publish any photos described herein for any
purpose (cannot transfer intellectual property rights).
Only images processed by the photographer can be made available to the model. Unprocessed
images cannot be furnished. Neither the model nor the model’s agents may publish or distribute
images that have been furnished to the model as proofs. See the model release form for
restrictions on photographer’s use of the images.
Where photographs taken by the photographer of the model are made available by the model or
the model’s agents for others to see, an easy to read label crediting the photographer shall be
placed with each image. A link to the photographer’s Web site shall be placed where others
viewing the work can access it easily.
The model and the model’s agents, relatives, friends, associates or others are not authorized to
alter the photographs and image files taken by the photographer. This includes creating
composite images containing work done by the photographer. If processing is needed, contact
the photographer to get the work done. Composite images must contain only image elements
captured by the photographer.
David R. McKeen:

___________________________________________________

I am of majority age. I agree with the terms and conditions described above
Model/parent/guardian name printed: _______________________________________
Model/parent/guardian signature: __________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________

